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The Idea => 
Sharing a tool which can be useful for your 
business + giving a short description and how 
you can use it in your Business

The Goal =>  
So you can implement new tools and have 
better systems

Engagement Post #1
Tool of the Week



The Idea => 
You are reminded every week of a 
Training Module that is available for you 
in the Member Site, with a short 
description + bullet points of what is 
included in the TM

The Goal =>  
You have easier access to the Content 
Library available in the Member Site and 
you can start a discussion with the other 
Members on the TM 

Engagement Post #2
Training Module of the Week



The Idea => 
You are reminded every week to schedule 
Zoom Coffee Dates with other members to 
get to know them better 
 

The Goal =>  
To create a stronger connections with 
other members and identify opportunities 
for collaboration, referrals and support

Engagement Post #3
Zoom Coffee Date



The Idea => 
Reminder to stay in touch with your AB, 
to provide and receive valuable feedback 
and to do your homework together :)

The Goal =>  
Making sure working with your AB is a 
priority in your week and sharing with 
others for even greater accountability

Engagement Post #4 
Accountability Buddy



The Idea => 
Posting a visual, a comment or a GIF 
that will make us laugh, or at least smile 

The Goal =>  
Finish your working week with a smile 😃

Engagement Post #5 
#FridayFunday



The Idea => 
Highlight on a Program Member + 
everyone can list 3 things they like 
about this Member and about their 
Business 

The Goal => 
To make it easier for people in the 
Program to recommend you 

Engagement Post #6 = 
Share the Love



The Idea => 
We will celebrate the Top Contributors 
in the Group - those who like, 
comment, post the most 

The Goal => 
To give you an incentive to be more 
active in the Group

Engagement Post #7 = 
Top Contributor



Name of the Post Votes
#1 Tool of the Week 2
#2 Training Module of the Week 2
#3 Zoom Coffee Date 3
#4 Working with your AB 2
#5 FridayFunDay 0
#6 Sharing the Love 1
#7 Top Contributor 0

It’s time to Vote! 



The Idea => Announce the topic of 
Master Program Tuesday

The Goal =>  Keep you updated on the 
topic of Master program that week

Engagement Post - Master Program Post



The Idea => Ask relevant questions 
related to Business, Tools, Software, 
etc..

The Goal =>  Gather valuable feedback 
from community members

Engagement Post -  The Poll Post



The Idea => Call out all community 
members to go Live in the group and 
share something useful

The Goal =>  Overcome the fear and 
trembles from livestreaming

“Open Mic Day” Post



The Idea => Share motivational quote

The Goal =>  Inspire community 
members with wise words from Legends

“The Quote” Post



The Idea => Share educational content

The Goal => Community members to 
learn something new and useful

“Did you know?” Post




